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ABSTRACT 

Tensor analysis of electrical networks and its application to the 
analysis of electrical machines as developed by G. Kron is discussed. 
From. the relations developed by considering the characteristics ofa simple 
machme, referred to as the Primitive Machine of Kron, the method of 
analysis is applied to determine the performance of a shaded-pole motor. 

In the early part of this century Ricci, Levi-Civita and others
' 

evolved 
a mathematical discipline which is admirably suited to the study of problems 
in Non-Euclidean spaces and it was this that has been later developed into 
wha t is now known as Tensor Analysis. Einstein2 was one of the earliest 
to apply this new approach to the solution of physical problems. As tensor 
analysis became better known among physicists and mathematicians it was 
employed with greater and greater enthusiasm in the study of classical 
mechanics, electromagnetic theory and electrodynamics. 

It was Gabriel Kron" who first realised that many engineering problems 
in general, and electrical engineering problems in particular, were best solved 
by the Tensor method as the variables involved were inherently multidimen
sional and non-Euclidean in character. He has developed a highly organised 
method of attack to analyse and synthesise electrical networks in a routine 
manner. The classical vector analysis as developed by Maxwell' and others 
is a severely restricted type of organisation since it represents ouly physical 
entities in three dimensions and Euclidean spaces. Tensor analysis on the 
other hand is an extension and generalisation of vector analysis from three 
to 'N' dimensions and from Euclidean to non-Euclidean spaces. It haS 
been shown by Kron that it is possible to set up, in the language of tensor 
analysis, equations that truly represent the performance of a large variety 
of networks or rotating machines or transmission systems. 

Once the tensor equations have been established it is possible to find 
the equations of performance of any particular network or machine or trans
mission systems by a rou tin e substitution of particular constants. The 
versatility of tensor methods enables the engineer, in the study of a large 
variety of rotating machines, to select one whose structure is comparatively 
simple anQ to study tile properties and equations of this simple machine 
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only. If the engineer learns, with the aid of tensor analysis, the general 
method of analysis and tim physical phenomenon taking place in this parti
culm' machine he learns at the same time tne m·~thod of analysis of a large 
number of 'mathematically' similar machines withoul having to I01rn a 
new trick for each new machine as is necessary with th~ ch~~ical m~th()j5 of 
attack. In other words the same tensor equations, dcvc!oPJd for th~ silllDle
machine, are valid for several different types of physical phenomenon.' 

Electrical machine analysis consists essentially of the derivation of 
equations of performance for the purpose of predicting accurately the charac. 
teristics for all the various types of machines. Comprehensive analysis of 
an ideal machine is difficult to achieve and a segregation of the probl~ms 
involved would greatly simplify the work. The electrical elements of th~ 
machine under study are considered as constituting two or more linell' 
circuits in relative motion having lumped constants and it is a well-known 
fact that this assumption is amply justified by experiments. 

In the case of a three phase machine supplied with balanced three phase 
power it is possible to analyse the performance of the machine in terms of 
one phase only. If, however, there is any balance in the windings or the 
current or any lack of symmetry in the physical structure of the maglletic 
circuit the machine cannot be analysed in terms of one phase alone. To 
overcome this difficulty two methods have been developed; namely, the 
method of symmetrical components and the two-axis m\lthod. The former 
method, originally developed by Fortescue, is widely used whenever the 
unbalance is in the nature of the supply while the lalter method is invariably 
used whenever the dissymmetry is in the physical structure of the magnetic 
circuit. 

For convenience and easy extension of tensorial methods to complicated 
problems Kron makes a detailed analysis of what is known as the Primitive 
Machine. The equations of performance of the primitiv0 machille are first 
developed from the fundamental laws of electrodynamics. Th~n by setting 
up a connection tensor between the primitive machil10 and the machine under 
study, the equations of the latter can be establis1Dd in a routine manner 
without starting its analysis all over again from the fundamentals. It is, 
therefore, quite evident that the study of all rotating machines will consist 
of three important steps: (a) the establishment of equations of the primitive 
machine ; (b) the establishment of the connection tensor showi ng how the 
given machine differs from the primitive machine (this is usually done by mere 
inspection); and lastly, (c) the routine <letermination of the performance 
o;:haracteristics of the machine. 
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The primitive machine consists of a cylindrical stator and rotor each 
provided with concentric layers of windings. The stator is visualised as 
consisting of two independent windings one on the salient pole and the other 
at right angles to it between the main poles. The rotor layer of distributed 
winding is considered as equivalent to two hypothetical coils at right angles 
to each other as indicated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. While the conductors consti
tuting these coils are constantly in rotation the resultant coils between the 
brushes are stationary. The voltages induced and generated in the various 
windings when a current jd, flows in the direct axis winding of the stator are 
detailed below and shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The induced transformer 
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FIGS. 1-6 

voltage arises through the alternating character. of the flux in~uced by the 
current iris and is, therefore, independent of rotatlOn. The rotatlOnal voltage 
arises through the physical motion of the rotor con?uctors in the. field. pro
duced by the current i d'. Thus the effect of introducmg the two allIS vanables 
is to divide the set of voltages associated with the machine into two compo-
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nents which follow from the fundamental laws of electrodynamics. The 
separation is to some extent artiHcial as the rotational voltages afe those 
that would appear if the conductors moved in a field or constant strength 
and the transiorm"r voltages arc those that would appear jf the conductors 
remain statiOlUlry in an alternating magnetic field. In an actual machine 
we have the rcsu!tant of both these encets as they cannot have independent 
physical existence. 

If the rotor is assumed to be stationary and the current varying, the 
induced voltages in the direct axis windings of the sUltor and the rotor are 
L,hpids and M,;pi"'. respectively. ({J is the ditlerential time operator). 

If the current is assumed 10 b~ constant and rolor rotating with a constant 
velocity of pR, the generated voltage that exists along the quadrature axis 
is given by (M/pR) rl' when: M/ represents the proportionality factor between 
the generated '/oltage and ti·"pA. 

All the voltages induced and generated and also the resistance drop 
can be written down in the form of a Matrix. 

In a similar fashion if positive currents arc assumed to now in each of 
the four hypothetical coils of the primitive machine and the transformer 
and generated voltages arc tabulated ill tile form of matrix, the resultant 
matrix for the primitive machine becomes :--

d,. dr q,. 

rds L,;,p M,;I' () 
! 0 

M"p 1",. ~r· Lr/rP : L',I'PU , ,.\1'</1'11 ; , --_. 
fr -I" Lqrf' i, -M',/I'O L'drpll 

Mql' ;-1 
0 0 MqP r q., + Lq,p 

i 

l{s 

JIl a squirrel cage winding Ldr= L"r = L,. and M,;= M</= M, 
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The final equation of the motor is given by e = Zi. 

where 

and 
d., d, qy q, 

i I . i I 
i= I i,t, " iar I W i W 

the multiplication indicated is a matrix multiplication. 
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The impedance matrix developed above can be split up into three com
ponents: the first one consisting of the coefficients of the differential time 
operator p, denoted by L, as given in Table I: the second one consisting of 

TABLE I 

q, 

{i., 1~:_o_l_o_l_o_1 
R = dr _O_'~I_o_,_o_ 

:*1++ 
ds dr qr q, 

d, Ld, Md 0 

i 
0 

dr M. Ldr 0 I 0 I 
L= i 1 

qr 0 0 Lq,. 'Mq 

q, 0 0 IM~--I~ 
ds dr q,. qs 

d, 0 0 0 0 

dr 0 0 i L'qy ! M'q 
G= '---1---

qr -M'd - L'dr ! () • 0 

q, 0 0 0 \--0 I 
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the cocflicicnts of I'll ucnotcd by 0 also given in Tabk I: and the last one 
consisting of thc resistances of the various windings ucnotcd by R's in 
Table 1. 

The performance characteristics of the machine can be determined by 
solving the four simultaneous equations: 

i!!# ..;:;.: (rd,l' -I' LlI~~) id.l· -I· M,;pjdr 

edr :7:..o Mdpt/'\' (rr·t L"yp) iii,. ~l L "/IP0i'/1' -+ M',/pOtlS 

etJl' =::; -- M'dP()tis L',:rpOt!;- + (rl' -l Lq,p) f/l' .+ M,;ptl .
r 

(!w ~'c M,piqr + (r,;,,·"1 Lq.,p) j'1.' 

The inductance tensor contains the sdf and mutual inductance, of the four 
hypothetical windings of the primitive machine, The resistance tensor con
tains the resistances of the four windings; while the torque tensor contains 
the mutual inductances existing entirely due to rotation. 

Z"= R + L (p) + 0 (pO) 

The nux density tensor rcpn::,cnting the resultant flux tic:n:lity cut by each 
coil is given oy B =0 G.1. 

It therefore follows that the electromagnetic torque is given by 

T '.~ LB."" l.0.1. 

In altcrnating current steady stak calcnlation the steady component of 
the torque T j *. B; where! * is the complex conjugale of L 

If the connection Tensor C shows the munner in which the new variables 
for the machine arc related to those of the primitive machine, Kron has 
shown thai it is possihle to put down the equations of performance of the 
new machine as e'= Z'·\'. 

Where 
Z'= C,·ZC; e'=. (',e; 1'= Z'''1.('' 

C, is the matrix transpose of C. 

The torque tensor may be established quickly by considering those 
compC1ncnts of Z that contain pO. It can be indeptmdently tierived by the 
transformation e,.G ·C, where the mUltiplications indicated arc matrix 
multiplications. 

As an example, the analysis of performances of a shaded pole motor is 
worked out by the method of Tensor. 

The impedance tensor of a primitive machine having three stator 
windings and two rotor windings is given by Z, in Table II. 
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TABLE II 

dr ---
- jX,m - I 

" 0 j ,<., 
r ~l + j XdSl i 0 )Xmd 

o I r <I + jXq" 0 
~ ____ I __ -

jXmd 
I 

X 11lqV 

I 
" + jXdr I 

1 -XmdV 
I 

jXmq -XdrV 
! I 

I 0 

li;:-
I -xmdV 
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o I 
--I 

() 

jXmq 

XljrV 

r2 + jXqr I 
The coefficients of V, the ratio of actual motor speed and synchronous 

speed, constitute the torque tensor G, in Table III. 

TABLE III 

d" ds! q, d,. q,. 

d,. 0 0 x mq 0 Xqr 
G= 

qr -Xmd -Xmd 0 -Xdr 0 

Figs. 7 and 8 show the schematic diagram of the shaded pole motor. 
The shading coil is shifted by angle a from the direct axis (main winding 
axis) and it has 'a ' number of turns, where 

7 

a _ No. of turns of shadin~Lc~ 
- No. of turns of main winding 

8 

FIGs. 7 & 8 
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By mere inspc~li()11 the ~onncction tensor C is ontaincd and is given in 
Table IV. 

TABLb IV 

m d,. q,. 

d", () 0 (J 

dJl 0 aens (J. () () 

C ··f/.\'1 () (l sin 't () 0 

ell' () () 0 

til' 0 0 0 

Th~ impedance of the machine, them, j, Z' '-' C,ZC, given in Table V. 
G, the torque tensor is also ohtained by inspection from Z', and is given in 
Table VI. 

III 

m 

jxmpcos" 

Z',,~ 

", 
If,. 

G, by inspection, is 

m 

ti,. 0 

q,. - Xt!ld 

m s d,. 

e'= \ em c' .r 0 

TAHLh V 

cl-r.t 1 
j. ,ixdstd.!. (,'o~::. (l 

·f iX/I,flU'.:. sin:! t.t. 

/Xm.dU cos (.(, 
f xml/Vasl11 (t 

,iXmt/l sin (t 

_.:- x"~dVa cos (/ 

TABLE VI 

'I,. 

I 0 
I 

ell' q,. 

() 

d,. 1/,. 

X"" 

o 
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With the aid of the equation established for Z' it is not quite possible 
to establish the equivalent circuits which lend themselves to easy extension 
to show the effect of space harmonics which are of considerable strength 
in shaded pole motors. 

e' = Z'i' ; and r = i,'G, 

represent the basic eqnations of the shaded pol~ motor in the crossfield 
theory. There is, however, a serious drawback in that the direct and 
quadrature axes are mixed up in an inconvenient form and hence the 
eq uations are not well adapted for the introduction of symmetrical com
ponents nor for the development of a simple and conventional equivalent 
circuit. At this stage Kron hits on the idea of introducing the axes of 
magnetising force (Fig. 8). 

i qs = ra.sin a 

Solving the above two equations for i ln and i', 

Put into matrix form 

·qs 
t=~l._. 

a SIn a 

By applying this transformation to the impedance matrix given in Table V 
the following expression for the new valne of the impedance matrix IS obtamed. 

Z"= C2t 'Z'C, 

where C" is the matrix transpose of C. 
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(r,b.! i j.\"dIoJ 
. eot (I, 

(j" 

q,. 

d., 

e,/ I " ('m 
., 

(~ ... ~~~,.~ 

TAm.11 VI! 

II, 

(1',1<, 1"j.\",;.,,) I 
. cot" 

q, 

,-" em cot (L 

d,. 

o 

r,. ·f·jxd,. 

d,. If,. 

0 0 

o 

jXmq 

By this simple transformatiun the equations have h~cn reduced to the 
form of those (If an uI]f;ymmctrical split phasz induction machine having 
windings along the direct and quadrature axes. There is, however, a re
markable difference between the usual split phase machine and an unsym
metrical machine of this type in that mutual impedance exists between the 
two stator windings at right angles in space. In an actual shaded pole molor 
the mutual inductanc!') consists of one component which arises on account of 
the angle between the main winding and auxiliary winding b~ing diff~rent 
from 90" electrical and another component due to the magnetic bridg~ which 
provides a leakage path of low reluctance for the flux. 

In the case of a machine having a smooth air gap and a cage winding 
on the rotor the impedance matrix given in Table V can be written in a simple 
form in terms of the self-impedances of the variolls windings and the mutual 
impedances that exist between them. This is shown in Tables VIII and IX. 
Z" can be rewritten ill tile following WdY: 
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TABLE VIII 

m dy q, 

m Zm jx tlZS jXm 0 

jXms Zo' ajxm cos a ajxm sin a 

I ajxm cos a. i"r jx", Zr x,V ("V';'" q,. -xmV aJxm SIn a. -x,V Z,. 
- aXmV cOS a 

where 

and 

Xqf' = Xdl' = X2 

Xmq = Xmd= Xm 

x". = mutual reactance between main and rotor winding. 

x." = Total mutual reactance between main and shading coil. 
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R., x. = Resistance and reactance, respectively, of the rotor, referred to 
the main winding. 

Z, = R. +jx,. 
R" x, = Resistance and reactance, respectively, of shading coiL 

Z, = R, +jx,. 
TABLE IX 

By inspection;-

.,; I-;~,-r;-,-r~-T ~- -I = I-;'-I~~--:; 
__ L-_~ __ L ___ I I I 

I 

E, =\ Em 
---'--

E, 
I E2=1~-!-O-I; 

I, =1 
" 

I" Id , 
, 

Iqr I' I ,1 ____ 
I, i; I, = I 1m 

--~--~I __ ~_~ 

= I I, 
! 
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where, referring to Table VIII, 

2,= and Z, 

jX1/~ (oj.tom cos n aVxm sin a) 
Z. = 1-----1----

i ···~,-··I x,V 

z, = 1----1----i .- x,V i Z,. 

Thus --, 

r'"~~r E,", 
"1-"-' 

I I, !, 
!--I,), 
I I, I 
L ...... I 

= Z,I, + l,T. (1) 
= Z.l, + Z,I. (2) 

Z,I. = E, - Z311 (3) 

= Z.-l (E. - Zol,) (4) 
E, =~+~~~-~J ~ 

= Z11, + Z2Z,'" E. - Z,Z,'·'Z.T, (6) 
E, = Z.Z,-'E, + (2, - Z,Z, "Z3) I, (7) 
(EI - Zo2.'E,) = (Z, - Z,Z.·'Z.) I, (8) 
E' = Z' : I, (9) 

If we are finally interested in knowing the values of 1m and I, only the 
two unwanted axes dr and qr can be eliminated by the process outlined. 

Since E. = 0 for a shaded pole motor in which thc shaded coil is short· 
circuited on itself 

E'=E, 
" I, = (Z')-I. E' = (Z')-1. E 

I. = - Z.-I·Z3 '1 
(!O) 
(11) 



Z,-' = Zr'+x,'V' 

. -l _ 1 . 
Z, Z, - Z ,-'-x 'V' 

r ' , 

ZZ -'Z _ 1 
2. 4 3 - Z/-rX2I1V2. 

-1 _ j Xm2 

Z,Z, Z'-Z '-'- 'V' r I X2 
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i ! j 
d1, i Zr ! - x2V j 

qr I--;'V-'--Z-r--' 

m 

dr 

ajx",Z,. 

, ajxmZr cos • 
i + ajxmx",V sin ~ 

---+ 
m 

ajxmZr cos a. 
+ ajxmx,V sin. 

m 

m ajZ,. +x,V' 

S I a [cos. (x,V' + jZr) 
1+ V sin a (jx, - Zr)] 
I 

m 

m R, I R, I 

R.IR: 

-jx",x,V 

- ajxmx2 V cos ct 

7 ajx",Zr sin a 

-VjXtnX2V cos. a. 
+ ajxmZ,. sin a 

m 

dr I jXm 

qr: - x",V 

(12) 

ajxm cos. + aVxm sin a i I 
I 

ajxm sin a - aVxm cos a I'" 
,----'---------! 

I , 

I a [cos a (jZ,. + x,V') - V sin. Ux, - Zr)]i 

a' (jZr -+- XiV') 

m 

Z' = Z, - Z,Z,-'Z, =~ 
m PZ", - R, Pjx"" - R, 

Pjx"" - R, PZ, - R, 

where 



The inverse of this matrix, i.e., Z' can be obtained as follows and then 

the values of I = ~timated. 

P 
{Z')-l= 02 I'r '7 1 ~~ '.h __ n ({" ~'27 2}x"" (J Cos a (jZr -"2 V2)} af! 5m2 

(l (l~·V;!) (."\-~2V~+Zr:!) 

m 

m I~ ~~.~-- -PZ, - 0' (jZ,. + X.,V') : - [Pjx"" - a {cos a (j2,. ~;- -'CoV·) + V sin a (ix, - Z,.l)] 

s -IPjx"" - a {cos a (jZ,. + x,V') ~ V sin a (jx. - Z,.))]\ PZm - UZ: + -",V2) . . 
, _ ~ _______ ~~_~_~ ___ . _~_ ~ ______ .~ __ J. 

Hence 

(Z')-1 

Where 

1 m 
D 

m 

(Z;>2 + X'J,2V2) Zs - jXm:1a f (JZr + x",V2), i.e., Y1 

.V2 (ajxm2x',! cos a - jxmxl) - V (jxm
2xz sin u) - (jxmZr'3 + aXn/,Zr cos a), i.e., Y 3 

Zr=72 +jxz ; Zs=rs+ixs; and Zm=r1 +jx1 

~and 

D = (1 - V') [(Z",x. - jx",') (ja'xm ' - x.Z,) - jx~,za cos a (ajx",' cos a - 2jx.xm,) - x",;x,J 

+ r. [(z",Z, + x",,') ·(r. + 2jx.) - jXm' (;Z,+ 2ax"" cos a + ja'z,,,)] 

s 

Y, 

Y, 

w 

'" 

(1 

!'" 

~ 
:<: 

~ 
" ;t' 

<: 
m 

~ 
~ 
t 



--+ 
Thus m s 

m 

1 m Y, 

15 s Y, 

and 
I - V",~. I _ XmX, 
m- D ' ;;- D 

Substituting for Y b Y 3 and D, Im and I, then are obtained as; 

1m = V", {(ja'xm'xz Z,x.') (1 - V') + 1". (Z/", + a'xn ' + 2jZ~"',)J 
+ [(1 VO) {(Z",x, -. jx", ') (j"'X,,, 2 X,Z,) 

-- jX1/l2a COS a (ajx'lt 2 COS a 2jxiXt!t$) x2'w,,,,X,J 

+', {(Z,,,Z, X"M') (r. + 2jxJ - jxm' UZ,. + 2ax"" COS", +- jaZZ",)}] 
and 

Jj' Vm [VIZ: (ajx
ff
/'x2 cos (1, - }XmX,,:2) - V (jxn/'xz sin a) - (jxm.rZy2 + aX~J{2ZJ' cos o.)J 

-:- D (as above for 1m) 
TORQUE AND OUTPUT 

The torque equation is given, in the case of a machine having a constant airgap length and smooth surface 
for the rotor, by 

T Iz*·B = 1.*·G,·I" 
where 1." is the complex conjugate of I. and B is the flux density tensor. 

With the aid of the equations already given it is easily shown that in a Riladcd pole motor, the 
synchronous torque is 

T [ ... 1,*·(Z.-1.7",,),} ·G.·I, 

~ , 
~ 
@. 
s· 
'" ~ 
~ 
~ 

-'" -ol 



:since 
I, = (- Z.~1.Zs·IJ 

G. is obtained by retaining the coefficients of the V in z.. and putting down zeros everywhere else. 

:em ---2,-1.Z. = (Z;Y:;::-.y!V') 

xm 

G. = d
r 

qr 

m 

dr I ;Z +x.V' 
j r, ~ 

qr I jx.V - ZrV 

m s 

o aXm sin {L 

-Xm - a.1."m cos a 

s 

Zr (aj cos a + aV sin a) - x.V (aj sin " - aV cos al 

x,V (- aj cos a + aV sin a) + Zr faj sin a - aV CDS a) 

------''-------------- -------

m s 

m VXm (jx. + Z~) aVxnz COS a (.ix, ,- Zr) + ax", sin a iX.V" - jZr) 
(Z,-l.Z.),'G. 

Zr2 ~:F X2~V2 s j Vax", cos a (jx, + Zr) 
J - aXm sin a (X2V2 - jZ,.) a'Vx., (jx, + Zr) 

:?~~~ 

m s 

miBIIB,i 
s !~I-s.1 

w 

"" 

o 
!" 

o 
~ 
>
Z 

" :-0 
< 
~ n 
~ 
;:Q 

1:; 
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Torque, in Synchronous watts, is 

m 
m 

\ I,,,:rv-I I 
m I B, B, I 
~-+ sIB, B, 
1_--'-_--' 

I, 

= lm(B'lm* + B3I,*) + I,(B,'l",*+ B.·V) 
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m 

Thus, it is shown that the impedance matrices of any machine can be 
quickly obtained from the primitive machine. An advantage of the method 
is that the initial steps for analysis is done once for all for the primitive machine 
and the steps of analysis for other machines can start later; sometimes only 
the final step being necessary. The correlation between machines is so 
complete that analysis of a' new machine is built on that of machines 
already analysed. Herein lies the power in this method of machine analysis. 

Our thanks are due to the Director, Indian Institute of Science, for the 
facilities for publishing this paper. 
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